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QUESTION 1

Serviceguard A 11 20 introduced a file called /etc/cmcluster/cmclfiles2check. Which command can be used to source
this file to do cluster verification checks? 

A. cmcheckconf 

B. cmcompare 

C. cmscancl 

D. cmcheckdg 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You are trying to create a new Serviceguard cluster with two nodes. The /etc/cmcluster/cmclnodelist file exists and is
correct on both nodes. They can resolve hostnames and IP addresses correctly, and Serviceguard is installed correctly
on both nodes. When running the command cmquerycl -v -n nodeB - nnodeA on node nodeA, it works but when run on
node nodeB, the same command fails with the following message: 

What is the cause of this problem? 

A. The "auth" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd. conf file on node nodeA. 

B. The "auth" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd conf file on node nodeB 

C. The "hacl-probe" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd conf file on node nodeA 

D. The "hacl probe" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd conf file on node nodeB. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which activity requires a reboot of a Superdome 2 server? 

A. Modifying a dynamic kernel parameter 
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B. Extending the /home file system when online JFS is installed and licensed 

C. Installing additional cell blades to an nPar 

D. Manipulating a number of active cores using iCAP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer needs a partitioning solution that provides dedicated resources and electrical isolation. 

Which HP solution should the customer use? 

A. vPars 

B. Integrity VM 

C. HP Containers 

D. nPars 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the output below, what is indicated by the line starting with "memory"? 

A. Memory pages already used for paging needs 

B. Amount of memory reserved by the kernel for its own internal use 

C. Amount of memory calculated for pseudo-swap 

D. Memory allocated by the kernel for possible future paging needs 

Correct Answer: D 
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